
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of manager, creative services.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, creative services

Attend key meetings with Director of Creative Services Group as requested
Approve payroll and manage payroll service provider
Participate as needed in other agency projects
Work directly with the Account Service department on providing monthly
reports for key client meetings with regards to in house studio metrics, types
of jobs, spend to date
Analyze the agency operations staff productivity and actively seek new ways
to improve efficiencies and productivity along with resource allocation
Drive maximum efficiency and profitability
Ensure functions and procedures including assuring the CSG handbook, Team
Member policies and procedural manuals are current
Strong internal and external customer relations skills
Develop project schedules with input from and in collaboration with Account
Management, Creative and Production, setting daily due dates for various
stages of work and actively communicating with colleagues throughout
project lifecycles to ensure schedules are maintained and/or updated
Monitor project deliverables, prompting those working on various aspects to
execute assigned tasks within the prescribed timeframes both in terms of
budgeted hours and due dates

Qualifications for manager, creative services

Example of Manager, Creative Services Job
Description
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Providing actionable, clearly articulated feedback to junior-mid level
designers to ensure timely, on-strategy execution of projects
Being a hands-on team designer/contributor who can execute the work while
closely collaborating with diverse teams across the organization
Has leading-edge knowledge of and proven capabilities in creative processes,
graphic design and art direction of interactive and integrated experiences on
multiple communication platforms, including web, mobile and social, off-line
Consistently proven ability to work collaboratively with others and with other
disciplines
Demonstrated portfolio of user-centered, effective and creative designs and
programs
Demonstrated leadership skills in order to manage large complex projects (ie


